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Abstract. We present a novel clustering approach, that exploits boost-
ing as the primary means of modelling clusters. Typically, boosting is
applied in a supervised classification context; here, we move in the less ex-
plored unsupervised scenario. Starting from an initial partition, clusters
are iteratively re-estimated using the responses of one-vs-all boosted clas-
sifiers. Within-cluster homogeneity and separation between the clusters
are obtained by a combination of three mechanisms: use of regularised
Adaboost to reject outliers, use of weak learners inspired to subtractive
clustering and smoothing of the decision functions with a Gaussian Ker-
nel. Experiments on public datasets validate our proposal, in some cases
improving on the state of the art.

1 Introduction

Boosting algorithms [9] are a class of ensemble methods that have repeatedly
proved highly effective in the context of supervised classification. A somehow
less explored scenario is the use of boosting techniques for unsupervised classi-
fication, namely clustering. Recently, there have been a few attempts to extend
the boosting approach to the clustering domain. Some authors have proposed
to combine different clustering algorithms in a boosting-like framework. For in-
stance [20] and [10] introduced weighted re-sampling of data points according to
how reliably they are classified. In [16], a general iterative clustering algorithm
is presented that combines several algorithms by keeping track both of point
weights and of a membership coefficient for each pair of a point and a model.
Point weights are updated by a Bregman divergence optimisation procedure very
similar to Adaboost [8].

All these works represent attempts at combining different clustering algo-
rithms in an Adaboost-like framework. However, an alternative stance consists
in using the Adaboost algorithm itself to describe the data, moving from the
“boosting clustering methods” paradigm to “clustering with boosting methods”
paradigm. This is in line with some other recent and very successfully approaches,
based on Support Vector Machines [3, 2]. The approach presented in this paper
explores this direction, and is aimed at developing a clustering technique which
employs a boosted classifier to describe each cluster. This may be particularly
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advantageous for clustering since it is known that, depending on the chosen weak
learners, boosting classifiers may describe non convex non connected regions in
the feature space. A somehow related approach is the very recent MCBoost [11]
where a noisy-or scheme is used to combine the output of several boosted classi-
fier, one per cluster; however the weight update equations for the single boosting
algorithm depend in this case on the decision of the algorithms after fusion, so
that strictly speaking the strong classifiers are not obtained by Adaboost.

In this work, we explore the use of Adaboost proper to model the clusters, via
a cycle of learning and classification iterations reminiscent of k-means – in line
of what has been done by Camastra and Verri with Support Vector Machines
[3]. Contrary to [11] we choose to model the data with a regularised Adaboost
algorithm, namely Adaboost-REG [18]. The specificity of the clustering prob-
lem is dealt with at the level of the weak learners. These are balls in feature
space, centred at the locations identified by a potential similar to what is done
in Subtractive Clustering [4, 5]. The locality of clusters is enforced by spatial
smoothing of the output of the strong classifiers.

The suitability of the proposed approach has been tested on 4 different stan-
dard ML datasets, yielding results that compare favourably with the state of
the art. Interestingly, the experiments suggest that our algorithm is especially
advantageous in higher-dimensional spaces.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents an introduc-
tion to the Adaboost algorithm, followed by a discussion of related topics and
variants of the algorithm that are relevant to its application to the clustering
problem. Our proposal is detailed in Section 3, followed by experimental results
in Section 4. A brief discussion in Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Standard and Regularised Adaboost

Boosting concerns itself with the problem of combining several prediction rules
with poor individual performance into a highly accurate predictor. This is com-
monly referred to as combining a set of “weak” learners into a “strong” clas-
sifier. Adaboost, introduced by Yoav Freund and Robert Schapire [8], differs
from previous algorithms in that it does not require previous knowledge of the
performance of the weak hypotheses, but it rather adapts accordingly. This adap-
tation is achieved by maintaining a distribution of weights over the elements of
the training set.

Adaboost is structured as an iterative algorithm, that works by maintaining
a distribution of weights over the training examples. At each iteration a new
weak learner (classifier) is trained, and the distribution of weights is updated
according to the examples it misclassifies; the underlying idea is to increase the
importance of the training examples that are “difficult” to classify. The weights
also determine the contribution of the each weak learner to the final strong
classifier.

Unfortunately, as the number of iterations increases Adaboost tends to put
higher weight on examples that are difficult to classify (see [18] and references
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Table 1. The Adaboost and Adaboost-REG algorithms. For Adaboost, C = 0 and the
minimisation (step 1) can be solved in closed form to give αt = (log(1− εt)− log εt)/2

Adaboost and Adaboost-REG:

Initialise d1,i = 1
m
.

For t = 1, . . . , T :

1. Select the weak learner ht that minimises the training error εt, weighted by current
distribution of weights dt,i: εt =

∑
i|ut,i=−1 dt,i.

2. Find the coefficient αt that minimises

Z(αt,αt−1) =
∑
i

exp (−ρ(ut,i,αt) + Cζ(ut,i,αt)) (1)

where ρ(ut,i,αt) =
∑t
τ=1 ατuτ,i and Cζ(ut,i,αt) is a regularization term; abort

if αt = 0 or αt ≥ Γ where Γ is a large constant.
3. Compute the new weights according to dt,i ∝ exp(−ρ(ut,i,αt)) and normalise.

Output the final classifier: H(x) = sign (F (x)), where

F (x) =

T∑
t=1

αtht(x) (2)

therein). In high-noise cases these often happen to be outliers. This is of partic-
ular relevance to our clustering application because of the arbitrariness in the
initial choice of the clusters (see Section 3).

A number of algorithms have been developed to alleviate this issue [7, 18, 6,
22, 21]. In the Adaboost-REG algorithm [18] this is done by substituting the soft
margin of a point for its hard margin. This is an estimate of the hard margin
corrected by a measure of how much we trust the point.

In the following, we will indicate the m training examples as {(x1, y1), . . . ,
(xm, ym)}, where the xi are vectors in a feature space X and the yi ∈ {−1,+1}
are the respective class labels. Given a family of weak learners H = {ht : X →
{−1,+1}}, it is convenient to define ut,i = yiht(xi), so that ut,i is +1 if ht
classifies xi correctly, and −1 otherwise. If we now let dt,i be the distribution of
weights at time t, with

∑
i dt,i = 1, the cycle of iterations can be described as in

Table 1 in a way that summarises both Adaboost and Adaboost-REG.

The regularization term ζ that appears in Equation 1 is used in Adaboost-
REG to quantify the “mistrust” of each particular point. It is defined based on
a measure of influence of the pattern on the combined hypothesis [18]:

ζ(ut,i,αt) =

(∑
t

αtdt,i

)2

, (3)
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based on the intuition that a pattern that is often misclassified will have a high
influence. Note that the minimisation in Equation 2 must be carried out numer-
ically with some linear search algorithm, e.g. the Golden Section algorithm [17].

2.1 Using weak learners that abstain

Because of the local nature of the clustering problem, we would like to be able
to use weak learners that specialise on a particular region of feature space. This
can be done by allowing weak learners to abstain on part of the feature vectors.
To this aim, we extend to the case of Adaboost-REG one of the estimates for
Alpha reported in [19], specifically:

α =
1

2
ln

(
W+ +W0/2

W− +W0/2

)
. (4)

where W+ is the sum of the weight of the examples that the weak hypothesis
classifies correctly, W− is the misclassified weight and W0 the weight on which
the hypothesis abstains.

We extend this to Adaboost-REG by adding the following contribution to
Zt(αt,αt−1) for each point i on which the weak learner ht abstains:

1

2
e−ρ

+
t (ut,i,αt)+Cζ(ut,i) +

1

2
e−ρ

−
t (ut,i,αt)+Cζ(ut,i). (5)

where

ρ+t (ut,i,α) = ρt−1(ut−1,i,αt−1) + αt (6)

and

ρ−t (ut,i,α) = ρt−1(ut−1,i,αt−1)− αt. (7)

Thus the penalty term for the point is calculated by treating half of its weight
as misclassified and the other half as correctly classified; this is a generalisation
to the regularised case of the expression for α in Equation 4.

3 Iterative clustering with Adaboost

We propose an iterative clustering scheme outlined in Table 2. Clusters are
iteratively re-estimated using one-vs-all boosted classifiers.

Within-cluster homogeneity and separation between the clusters are obtained
by a combination of three mechanism:

1. use of regularised Adaboost to reject outliers, as detailed in Section 2;
2. use of weak learners (possibly localised) inspired to Subtractive Clustering,

as explained in Section 3.1 below;
3. smoothing of the decision functions with a Gaussian kernel, see point 2 in

Table 2.
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Table 2. Iterative clustering with Adaboost

The Cloosting algorithm:

Input: points {xi}, number of clusters K.

Assign initial cluster labels ki to each xi either at random or based on a k-means run

Repeat until convergence:

1. Train K strong classifiers Fk(x) to recognise the elements of each cluster, using
the Adaboost-REG algorithm in Table 1

2. Compute the scores Sk(xi) =
∑
j Fk(xj) exp(−β‖xi − xj‖2)

3. Assign each point xi to cluster ki = arg maxk Sk(xi)

Output the final clusters {(xi, ki)}

Regularization through smoothing in a boosted clustering setting also ap-
pears in [1], where however it is applied to a separate set of 2D spatial coordi-
nates associated to the feature vectors and not to the vectors xi themselves. The
spatial weak learners used in [1] are ineffective in our context, while smoothing
the final decision functions greatly improves the stability of the algorithm.

Experimentally, the algorithm is found to reliably converge within a limited
number of iterations; for details, see Section 4.

3.1 “Subtractive” weak learners

We use spherical neighbourhoods (“balls”) in feature space as weak learners. A
weak learner classifies points that fall inside the ball as belonging to the cluster;
the other points are rejected (i.e. assigned to any other cluster).

When training the boosted classifier for cluster k, at each iteration the centre
of a ball learner is chosen as the point ck,t = xi∗(t) that maximises the following
weighted data density:

D(xi∗(t)) =
∑
j|xj∈k

dj,te
−γ‖xi−xj‖2 −∆(xi,d) (8)

where γ = 4/r2a, ra is the effective radius of the neighbourhood on which the
average is computed, and ∆(xi,d) is a penalty term that discounts previously
chosen centres:

∆(xi,d) =

t−1∑
τ=1

di∗(τ),τe
−δ‖xi−xi∗(τ)‖2 . (9)

This is a weighted version of the density function used for the selection of
cluster centres in Subtractive Clustering [4, 5]. Once a centre is chosen, the ra-
dius of the ball is optimised for the best weighted error rate, according to the
Adaboost distribution of weights.
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Table 3. Description of the datasets used for testing.

Dataset n. of clusters n. of patterns n. of features

Iris 3 150 4
Biomed 2 194 5
WBC 2 683 9
Ionosphere 2 351 34

It is observed that the number of centres selected adaptively by Adaboost for
representing each cluster often diminishes as better centres are chosen in later
iterations of Cloosting.

3.2 Weak learners that abstain

In order to increase the locality of the clustering process, we tested our algorithms
using weak learners that specialise on a local area in feature space. These are
obtained by selecting a centre in feature space based on weighted density, as
described above. Two spherical neighbourhoods are then constructed around
this centre. Points inside the inner sphere are accepted; points in the spherical
shell between the two surfaces are rejected, and the classifier abstains on points
outside the outer sphere. The radii of the two surfaces are chosen to minimise
the penalty function

Z̃ = W0 + 2
√
W+W− (10)

where notation is as in Section 2.1. This strikes a compromise between classifica-
tion accuracy and the effective domain of the weak learner [19]. We have found
it useful nevertheless to constrain the radius of the outer sphere to be larger
than a multiple of the radius of the inner sphere, in order to avoid an excessive
localisation of the weak learners.

Using specialist weak learners forces all decisions to be local, which might be
advantageous in the case, for instance, of non-convex clusters. From the point of
view of the boosting algorithm, these weak learners are treated as specified in
Section 2.1

4 Experimental evaluation

The experimental evaluation was based on four well-known real data-sets: the
Iris dataset, the Wisconsin breast cancer (referred to as WBC), the Ionosphere
data set – all from the USC Machine Learning Repository4 – and the Biomed
dataset5. Datasets differ in terms of number of patterns and dimension – details

4 Available at http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
5 Available at http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/
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Table 4. Results for Cloosting on different publicly available datasets

Dataset With Abstention Without Abstention K-Means
RAND-INIT KM-INIT RAND-INIT KM-INIT

Iris 88.7% 94.7% 90.7% 90.7% 89.0%
Biomed 88.6% 88.7% 88.1% 89.2% 88.7%
WBC 96.8% 97.2% 96.6% 96.6% 96.1%
Ionosphere 72.9% 62.1% 69.8% 64.4% 65.2%

may be found in Table 3. All datasets have been standardised before applying
the clustering methodology.

We compare two versions of the proposed approach, the first with weak learn-
ers that abstain, the second with the original version of the weak learners. Tests
with two kinds of initialisation have been carried out: in the former, the initial
labels have been chosen using the k-means algorithm (KM-INIT), while in the
latter they have been randomly selected (RAND-INIT). In order to be robust
against initialisation-driven fluctuations (also the k-means algorithm starts from
a random assignment), all experiments have been repeated 5 times and the best
result has been taken.

A preliminary evaluation of the impact of the choice of the parameters has
shown that the number of Adaboost iterations T , the regularization parameter
C of Adaboost-REG and the constants γ and δ for calculating the data density
in subtractive weak learners are fairly insensitive; in all experiments they have
been fixed to T = 15, C = 20 and γ = 1.5 respectively, with δ = 3γ/4. On the
contrary, the constant β of the smoothing kernel in Equation 2 of Table 2 and
(limited to weak learners that abstain) the minimum ratio between the outer
sphere and the inner sphere of the learner have proved to be dataset dependent,
so that a different value has been used in each case.

Since true labels are known, clustering accuracies can be quantitatively as-
sessed. In particular, given a specific group, an error is considered when a pattern
does not belong to the most frequent class inside the group (following the pro-
tocol of [3]). The results obtained for each dataset with the different versions of
the algorithm are displayed in Table 4. As a reference, in the last column, we
report the results obtained with the standard k-means (for the sake of fairness,
also in this case we performed 5 random initialisations, picking the best result).

As can be inferred from the table, Cloosting appears to work rather well on
these datasets, that are heterogeneous in terms of the number of patterns and
of dimensionality of the feature space. Concerning the different versions of the
method, the use of weak learners that abstain seems to increase performance.
Moreover, it may be noted that k-means initialisation seems to permit a more
accurate clustering than random initialisation. Interestingly this is not true for
the Ionosphere database, on which k-means performs rather poorly. In this case
our method works better if started from random assignments. Finally it may be
noted that Cloosting compares favourably with the k-means algorithm (for two
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Table 5. Comparative results for three datasets. We refer the reader to the cited papers
for details of the experimental protocols.

Iris

Self organising maps (SOM) [12] 81.0
Neural gas [13] 91.7
Spectral clustering [15] 84.3
Gaussian Mixture Models [14] 89.3
Kernel clustering [3] 94.7
Soft kernel clustering [2] 93.3
Cloosting 94.7

WBC

Self organising maps (SOM) [12] 96.7
Neural gas [13] 96.1
Spectral clustering [15] 95.5
Gaussian Mixture Models [14] 94.6
Kernel clustering [3] 97.0
Soft kernel clustering [2] 97.1
Cloosting 97.2

Biomed

Kernel clustering [3] 83.0
Soft kernel clustering [2] 88.2
Cloosting 89.2

datasets the improvement is significant), especially when the dimension of the
space is rather large (as in the Ionosphere case, dimensionality 34).

As a further comparison with the literature, in Table 5 we report state of
the art results6 for some of the datasets – we also include our best result for
comparison. It may be noticed that the performances of Cloosting are in line
with those of other state of the art methods.

A final consideration concerns the convergence of Cloosting. Although we
do not yet have a theoretical justification for the convergence of the iterative
clustering algorithm, in all our experiments the method always converged; the
number of iterations required was, on average, around ten to fifteen, depending
of course on the initialisation (for k-means initialisation convergence was clearly
faster).

5 Conclusions

In this work we take a novel look at clustering from a boosting perspective.
Each cluster is modelled by a regularised boosted classifier composed of weak

6 Some of the results have been computed by the authors, some others have been taken
from [3] and [2].
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learners inspired by Subtractive Clustering, that can be localised to different
areas of feature space. Learning follows a cycle of iterations similar to k-means;
a smoothing kernel is used to stabilise the assignment of points to the various
clusters.

The convergence properties of the algorithm are at this early stage established
empirically, and a smart parameter setting policy still needs to be designed.
However, the experiments we report show that Cloosting achieves optimal results
on several standard datasets, either matching or improving the performance
of state of the art algorithms. This proves, in our view, the potential of the
technique and justifies further inquiry into the use of boosting for modelling
clusters.
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